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L, Several commerrbabcr-s justified their unconcern by strossing
the primitive nature of the explosion. This serves our purpose, as
a first reaction. However, there will probably be an opinion swing
on this matter, in any case, and I think it would be l~e1l if our
friends were not too heavily stressing this line when the second
bomb goes off, or a missile is successfully launched. In talking
with diplomats, we have stressed the "token nature" of the nuclear
force which the Chinese COIIIJIlunists are on the way to developing.
We have suggested that some such force is to be expect-ed in the not
too distant future, but have argued that, as with the recent ex-,
plosion, such a force would have more political and psychological
uses than military. I suggest that we henceforth shift toward tllis
line. ..

2. A recurrent theme is the need for the US to show firmness.
President Johnson I s statement, coupled with the standing instructions
to our posts to forewarn us if specific assurances are needed, would
seem to answer this problem for the mcment. However, the linkage with
South Viet-Nam is obvious. If things should start to slide there,
fears would be generated around Southeast Asia l~ch would bring out
the latent fears generated by the CCNE. If another nuclear eJq:llosion
should follow such a slide, we might see the panic which has so far
been avoided. To protect the Thai, we should need to make a strong
stand in the vicinity of the Hekong ,

3 • The need for further educational work in Korea and Halaysia
has been mentioned. Would it bs desirable to ask General Carter to
extend his trip to cover those countries? The routine intelligence
exchanges presumably are providing the Australians and New Zealanders
~tith adequate information. General Carter is going to Manila, and
presumably 1~ be used to brief Macapagal if that proves politically
practicable.

4. The Thai expect, Sino-Soviet relations to improve, and think
that this may increase pressures on Southeast Asia. In fact, the
Soviet leadership may possibly be considering whether to take a some
what stronger position on Southeast Asia, to reduce their vulnerability
to intra-Ccsnmunist ideological attaok. If tllis should happen, fear
might arise that the USSR has checkmated our pressures against the
Chinese Coonnunists. Should we consider moving to discourage the Soviets
from taking such a stand?

5. There is considerable interest in moving to bringing the
Chicoms into disarmament negotiations. Coonnentators generally assume
that - once thoy are brought in -- the disarmament talks can proceed
in an orderly fashion toward a world without arms. With diplcmats, we
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